
1. Train encoder + projection network via contrastive loss with 
regularizer

2. Use resulting subembeddings to train different linear classifiers

Unsupervised Disentanglement without Autoencoding:
Pitfalls and Future Directions

Motivation: Disentangle without VAEs

We would like to learn disentangled visual representations for 
improved interpretability, data efficiency, and generalization. Prior 
work has focused on generative methods for disentanglement, which 
do not scale well to large datasets. 

Thus, we explore regularization methods with contrastive learning, 
which could result in disentangled representations that are powerful 
enough for large scale datasets and downstream applications.
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Extend to maximizing information between views of subembeddings, 
where the kth subembedding (k ∈ K) maps to a slice of the 
representation. In all of our experiments, K = 2. 

Standard Contrastive [1]: Maximize Mutual Information (MI) between 
views:
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Requirements
[R1] A subembedding captures only one factor of variation;

  Random downstream performance on other tasks
[R2] The full representation performs no better than any subembedding;
[R3] Regularization doesn’t hurt performance; No loss of information

We add a regularization term R to this to obtain our final objective

Experimental Setup

Approach: Minimize MI between subembeddings of the same view

Approach: Enforce orthogonality to approximate linear independence
Ablations: ROrtho with + without permutation matrix P

Approach: Minimize element-wise dependencies between 
subembeddings using the Hessian of the loss

There are trade-offs in optimization, degree of disentanglement, 
and absolute task performance:

Overlay MNIST digit on STL-10 images &
Vary one factor in a view pair while two are fixed: 
● Digit Class (DC)
● Digit Location (DL)
● Background Class (BC)

Want to disentangle 
the two fixed factors 
of variation in a 
view pair (DC-BC)

Then perform 
classification on 
those two tasks [R1]

● Optimization difficulties prevent 
disentanglement

● Absolute downstream task performance is 
highest, i.e., [R3] is most satisfied

● [R1] is not very satisfied, which allows for [R2] 
to be partially satisfied, but is not the desired 
disentanglement

● Permutation matrix improves [R3] but not 
[R1], [R2] 

● Element-wise constraint improves [R1]  
significantly, but worsens [R2], [R3] 
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